MOTHERS & BABIES ARE DYING – ONE DEATH EVERY 11 SECONDS (WHO, 2019)
DELAY IN PROVIDING URGENT CARE KILLS MANY- MOST ARE PREVENTABLE

ROTARIANS ARE TAKING ACTION IN UNDERSERVED COUNTRIES
LEVERAGING PARTNERSHIP AND STRATEGIC STRUCTURED TRAINING
TO IMPROVE QUALITY OF CARE & REDUCE PREVENTABLE MATERNAL & NEWBORN DEATHS

Key Messages
CALMED VTT programme incorporating structured training, based on technical (vocational) expertise of health care professionals is being delivered through Rotary Vocational Training Teams (VTT), piloted in India.

CALMED an evidence based, holistic, value for money strategy had generated validated positive output improving quality of care through capacity building, empowerment of communities, reduced delays, associated with reduction of childbirth related deaths

M.A.S.T. (Maternity Alliance for Structured Training) has evolved as a platform for scaling up & wider implementation of CALMED Training in approved countries – it provides strategic support through a package of resources -training materials, volunteer trainers, digital technology and partnership, adapted to the country cultural preferences, needs and priorities.

Joined-up (Rotary Family, Government, WHO) in-country partnership and CALMED structured training could be a significant step forward to accelerate country specific action to Stop Mothers Dying!
ROTARIANS, ROTARACTORS & COLLABORATORS UNITE FOR

1 MISSION - ELIMINATION OF PREVENTABLE MATERNAL /NEW- BORN MORTALITY IN TARGET COUNTRIES

2 STRATEGIES
- CALMED STRUCTURED TRAINING
- MATERNITY ALLIANCE (M.A.S.T.)

3 RESOURCES
- TRAINING MATERIALS
- VOCATIONAL TRAINING TEAMS
- FUNDING (ROTARY FOUNDATION, OTHERS)

4 ACTIONS
- ASSEMBLING PACKAGED TRAINING RESOURCES
- ADAPTING CALMED VOCATIONAL STRUCTURED TRAINING TO COUNTRY SPECIFIC CULTURES, NEEDS AND PRIORITIES
- CALMED IMPLEMENTATION IN TARGET COUNTRIES IN GOVERNMENT/WHO QUALITY OF CARE PARTNERSHIP
- FOCUSING ON A SECURE FUTURE

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
Visit www.calmedrotary.org
➢ Share details of award-winning CALMED protocol on structured training to improve quality of care
➢ You can choose to give your time, technical expertise, funding or advocacy-please join M.A.S.T.- be a part of the action!
➢ YOUR HELP CAN SAVE LIVES IN A JOINED-UP APPROACH EMPOWERING PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITIES
➢ Interested? Please complete an application form (website)

JOIN US -STOP MOTHERS DYING! | Read More.....